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Outline
✤ Global CFR w/ PAGES 2k phase 2: 
★ Is there a need for regional CFRs? 

✤ Asia 2k CFR 
★How does it compare with regional features from the global CFR?

✤ Data-model Comparison 
★How does the reconstruction compare to GCM simulations?

✤ Discussion



Part 1: PAGES 2k global CFR



Data & Method
✤ Target: HadCRUT4 (Morice et al., JGR, 2012) JJA 
★With satellite temperature measurements

★> 30% available 1850 - now (1758/2592 grid cells)

✤ Proxy: PAGES 2k synthesis (PAGES 2k consortium, 
Nature Geo., 2013; Eos-transactions AGU, 2014) 

★Community-driven effort (9 regional working groups)

★Multi-resolution proxy records (925 as of Feb 10, 2015)

★Correlation-based screening: control for signal “color” (Ebisuzaki et al., 
JClim.1997) and multiple hypothesis testing (Ventura, JClim. 2004)

★Only used high resolution proxies in this CFR 
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PAGES 2K network (Phase 2) as of 2015/02/10 (925 records from 768 sites)
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PAGES 2K network (Phase 2) as of 2015/02/10 (301 records from 301 sites)
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Data & Method
✤ Target: HadCRUT4 (Morice et al., JGR, 2012) JJA 
★With satellite temperature measurements

★> 30% available 1850 - now (1758/2592 grid cells)

✤ Proxy: PAGES 2k synthesis (PAGES 2k consortium, 
Nature Geo., 2013; Eos-transactions AGU, 2014) 

★Community-driven effort (9 regional working groups)

★Multi-resolution proxy records (888 as of Dec 11, 2014)

★Correlation-based screening: account for signal “color” (Ebisuzaki et al., 
JClim.1997) and multiple hypothesis tests (Ventura, JClim. 2004) 

✤ Method: GraphEM (Guillot et al., AoAS, in press)

★ exploits conditional independence structure in field/proxies



How Skillful is the CFR?
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How Skillful is the CFR?
1850-1864 validation 1865-1879 validation 1880-1894 validation 1895-1909 validation

1910-1924 validation 1925-1939 validation 1940-1954 validation 1955-1969 validation

1970-1984 validation 1985-1999 validation
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10-fold Cross-validation RE scores
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Spatial Features
MCA (global mean = -0.19K)
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MCA (950 - 1250)
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Regional Indices
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During the current interglacial period, Earth’s climate has under-
gone significant climate variations that have yet to be quantified 
at the continental scale, where climate variability is arguably 

more relevant to ecosystems and societies than globally averaged 
conditions. Determining the magnitude of these changes is needed 
to distinguish anthropogenic impacts from the background range of 
natural variability1. Reconstructing spatiotemporal patterns of past 
climate variability helps us to understand and quantify the influence 
of externally forced and intrinsic dynamics of the global climate sys-
tem2, and to understand natural climate variability, which needs to 
be considered in future climate scenarios3,4. Here we present a global 
data set of proxy records and associated temperature reconstructions 
for seven continental-scale regions. We describe the most prominent 
features of continental-scale temperature changes at multi-decadal to 
millennial timescales. In contrast to other recent global-scale recon-
structions5,6, this study provides an inter-continental perspective of 
temperature evolution during the past one to two thousand years.

The PAGES 2k Network and temperature reconstructions
The ‘2k Network’ of the IGBP Past Global Changes (PAGES) project 
aims to produce a global array of regional climate reconstructions 
for the past 2000 years (www.pages-igbp.org/workinggroups/2k-net-
work). Nine PAGES 2k working groups represent eight continental-
scale regions (Fig. 1) and the oceans. Regional representation brings 
critical expert knowledge of individual proxy data sets, which is essen-
tial for improving palaeoclimate reconstructions7. The PAGES  2k 
Network is coordinated with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) World Data Center for Paleoclimatology to 
establish a benchmark database of proxy climate records for the past 
two millennia (Supplementary Note A).

Reconstruction domains for the PAGES 2k regions reported here 
encompass 36% of the Earth’s surface (Fig. 1). Although the regions 
largely coincide with the continents rather than climatological cri-
teria, the annual mean temperature averaged over these regions 
explains 90% of the global mean annual temperature variability in the 
instrumental record (Supplementary Fig. S1). Suitable proxy records 
from Africa (Supplementary Part II) are currently too sparse for a 
reliable temperature synthesis8, and analysis of palaeoceanographic 

Continental-scale temperature variability during 
the past two millennia
PAGES 2k Consortium*

Past global climate changes had strong regional expression. To elucidate their spatio-temporal pattern, we reconstructed past 
temperatures for seven continental-scale regions during the past one to two millennia. The most coherent feature in nearly all 
of the regional temperature reconstructions is a long-term cooling trend, which ended late in the nineteenth century. At multi-
decadal to centennial scales, temperature variability shows distinctly different regional patterns, with more similarity within 
each hemisphere than between them. There were no globally synchronous multi-decadal warm or cold intervals that define a 
worldwide Medieval Warm Period or Little Ice Age, but all reconstructions show generally cold conditions between ad 1580 and 
1880, punctuated in some regions by warm decades during the eighteenth century. The transition to these colder conditions 
occurred earlier in the Arctic, Europe and Asia than in North America or the Southern Hemisphere regions. Recent warming 
reversed the long-term cooling; during the period ad 1971–2000, the area-weighted average reconstructed temperature was 
higher than any other time in nearly 1,400 years.

data by the recently formed Ocean2k group is in progress9. Each 
regional group identified the proxy climate records that they found 
were best suited for reconstructing annual or warm-season tempera-
ture variability within their region, using a priori established criteria 
(Supplementary Database S1). The PAGES 2k data set includes 511 
time series of tree rings, pollen, corals, lake and marine sediments, 
glacier ice, speleothems and historical documents that record changes 
in biological or physical processes that can be used to reconstruct 
temperature variations.

Except for North America, the PAGES  2k reconstructions have 
annual resolution (Supplementary Fig.  S2 and Database  S2). Three 
of the temperature reconstructions span approximately 2,000  years 
(Arctic, Europe and Antarctica), and three cover the past 1,000–
1,200  years (Asia, South America and Australasia). The North 
American region includes a shorter decadally resolved tree-ring-
based reconstruction (back to ad 1200) and a longer 30-year-resolved 
pollen-based reconstruction (back to ad 360).

Each continental-scale temperature reconstruction was derived 
using different statistical methods, with each 2k Network group tai-
loring its procedures to the strengths of their regional proxy records 
and calibration targets (Supplementary Part  II). Most groups used 
either a scaling approach to adjust the mean and variance of a predic-
tor composite to an instrumental target, or a regression-based tech-
nique to extract a common signal from the predictors using principal 
components or distance weighting (Table 1). Some of the heteroge-
neities among the regional temperature reconstructions might be due 
to differences in reconstruction methods, which may underestimate 
the amplitude of low-frequency variability differently10. Furthermore, 
differences between regional reconstructions may reflect differences 
in their reconstruction targets (‘land only’ versus ‘land and ocean’), 
proxy types and proxy-dating uncertainties. Temperature variability 
also differs between summer and annual reconstructions, although 
the two are correlated in meteorological records from our regions 
(mean r-value = 0.73 ± 0.08; Table 1). Screening proxy records based 
on their statistical similarity to an instrumental target, as was done 
for most regional reconstructions, can hamper interpretations that 
involve comparing the variability of temperature during the twenti-
eth century to that of earlier periods11. To address these issues, and to 

*A full list of authors and their affiliations appears at the end of the paper
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What if we derive them from a global CFR?



Regional Indices

Compared with PAGES 2k Consortium, Nature Geo., 2013, Asia shows:

✤ Similar types + Smaller amplitudes of variation

✤ Spatial coherence with other regions during several periods

PAGES 2k Consortium
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Part 2: Asia 2k CFR



Data & Method
✤ Target: CRU TS 3.22 (Harris et al., Int. J. Climatol, 2013) 
★0.5° x 0.5° regridded to 2° x 2°

★1901 - 2009 (769 grid cells)

★ caveat: land only

✤ Proxy: PAGES 2k synthesis (PAGES 2k consortium, 
Nature Geo., 2013; Eos-transactions AGU, 2014) 

★Only records in Asia (260)

★Mostly tree rings, some corals and sediment cores
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How Skillful is the CFR?
10-fold Cross-validation RE scores

1850-1864 validation 1865-1879 validation 1880-1894 validation 1895-1909 validation

1910-1924 validation 1925-1939 validation 1940-1954 validation 1955-1969 validation

1970-1984 validation 1985-1999 validation
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Spatial features
MCA (950 - 1250)
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Part 3: Data-model comparison



Data-Model Comparison
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Wrapping up



Conclusions
✤ Is there a need for regional CFRs 
★Yes, but global CFRs allow for direct comparisons among regions

✤ Asia 2k CFR 
★Distinctly different LIA, less skillful than the global CFR

✤ Data-model Comparison 
★General agreement of spatial patterns



Discussion
✤ Seasonality  
★ Trees record growing season temperature 

★High-lat: T is limiting, so summer temp proxy:  not suited for 
MAT or blending two hemispheres together (global CFR)



Discussion
✤ Seasonality 
★Tree rings record growth season temperature (JJA)

★ Inconsistent between hemisphere

Annual vs. JJA
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Discussion
✤ Seasonality 
★Trees record growing season temperature 

★High-lat: T is limiting, so summer temp proxy:  not suited for 
MAT or blending two hemispheres together (global CFR)

✤ Proxy quality control/screening 
★Base on statistics? physical knowledge?

★How should we blend high-resolution, cross-dated records 
with low-resolution, time-uncertain records?

✤ Period of interest to reconstruct  
✤ The missing oceanic component



Comments & questions: 
jianghaw@usc.edu  

mailto:jianghaw@usc.edu


Screening
✤ For each proxy 
★Calculate correlations w/ 10 closest HadCRUT4 temperature neighbors

★ Statistical significance established via:

‣ A non-parametric significance test (Ebisuzaki, JClim., 1997)

‣ Considering the effect of multiple hypotheses tests (Ventura et al., JClim., 2004)

✤ Caveats: 
★Proxies must have instrumental overlap w/ temperature

★Purely statistical-based screening, no physical interpretation



Hadcrut4
HadCRUT4 (1758 grid cells)



CFR Method
✤ Fundamental challenge:  
★n << p, ill-conditioned covariance matrix

✤ GraphEM (Guillot et al., AoAS, in press)

★Gaussian Graphical Models (GGMs)

★Models conditional independence in the climate field
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Temperature (T) 
TT: correlation graph 
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